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We’re here
for you.
As the COVID-19 situation
continues to evolve, we’re
committed to helping you stay
up to date on changes that
may affect you. For important
information about your care
and coverage during this time,
please visit the COVID-19
section of our website at
MartinsPoint.org/Covid19. As
always, if you have questions,
please don’t hesitate to call
Member Services. We are here
for you!
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In this edition:
• Flu Shot
• Colon Cancer
• Blood Pressure
• COVID-19
• Breast Cancer

Staying
safe, staying
healthy!

We’re
Here for
You

Dear Neighbor,
As coronavirus restrictions slowly start to ease, it’s more
important than ever to continue to follow safe practices to
keep ourselves, our loved ones, and our community as healthy
as possible. We want you to know that we are here to support
your health in every way we can while we face these challenging
times together.
During this period, it’s especially important to maintain your
best health—and your Generations Advantage plan can help
you do that. If you have put off getting needed medical care,
we urge you to schedule that care now, including the preventive
care your plan covers at 100%, like flu shots and recommended
screenings.
Inside you’ll find ways your plan helps you safely get the care
you may need—like using curbside pickup for your prescriptions,
using an in-home test kit for important colorectal cancer
screening, and trying a telehealth visit with your doctor, when
appropriate. You’ll also find information on new benefits we’ve
added to your Generations Advantage plan to support you
should you need testing and/or treatment for COVID-19.
As always—and especially now—if you have any questions about
the information inside or how to use your benefits, our Member
Services team is here for you!
Best wishes for a healthy season ahead!
Your Member Services Team
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It’s Time for
Your Flu Shot

Up to
85%

Generations Advantage members have
two easy ways to get a yearly flu shot at no cost:

of seasonal
flu-related deaths
have occurred in
people 65 years old
or older.

1. VACCINE PHARMACY NETWORK
Show your member ID card at one of these
participating pharmacies and you won’t have to pay
for the shot:
• Hannaford Pharmacies
• CVS
• Walgreens
• Shaw’s/Osco
• Walmart
Other pharmacies
also participate in the
network, including
several independent
pharmacies. If you do
not see your pharmacy
listed above, please
call Member Services.
If your pharmacist has
any trouble submitting
your claim, they should
call our Medicare Part
D Pharmacy Help Desk
at 1-800-364-6331.

Fight
the Flu

Value (HMO) Plan
Members!
Your flu shot benefit works
differently. If you get your
yearly flu shot at your
doctor’s office, there is no
cost for the vaccine, but
you may be charged for the
office visit. If you get your
vaccine at ANY pharmacy,
you’ll have to pay for the
vaccine up front and submit
a reimbursement form to us.
Forms are available on our
website or by calling Member
Services.

In a normal year the flu
can be very serious for
people 65 years and
older. In recent years
between 70 percent and
85 percent of seasonal
flu-related deaths have
occurred in people 65
years old or older. Seniors
are also at a higher risk
of developing serious
complications from the
flu, such as pneumonia.
People with diabetes,
asthma, and heart disease
are also at higher risk.

2. PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER OFFICE VISIT

This year it’s more
important than ever to
get a flu shot.

If you get your yearly flu vaccine at your doctor’s
office, you may be charged for the office visit, but
you will not be charged for the vaccine itself.
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Colon Cancer Can Be Prevented
In 2020, close to 150,000 Americans will be diagnosed with
colorectal cancer. As the second-leading cause of cancer
death in the United States, over 50,000 Americans are
predicted to die from the disease this year.
It’s very important to understand that colorectal
cancer is one of the few cancers that can be
prevented before it starts. That’s why keeping up to
date on recommended screenings is so important.
There are several different colorectal cancer
screenings. They vary in preparation, location
of screening, and recommended frequency. Your
Generations Advantage plan covers all of these
screenings at $0 when you go to an in-network
provider. Talk to your doctor about what screening is
best for you.

Would you like
an at-home
screening kit?
If you are between the
ages of 50 and 75 and
are due for a colorectal
cancer screening, feel free
to call Member Services to
request to have a FIT kit
mailed to you.

SCREENING

HOW OFTEN SCREENING
IS COVERED*

WHERE SCREENING IS
DONE

Fecal Immunochemical Test
(FIT) or Fecal Occult Blood
Test (gFOBT, iFOBT)

Every year

At home

DNA-based Test
(Cologuard®)

Every 3 years

At home

Flexible Sigmoidoscopy or
Screening Barium Enema

Every 4 years*

At a facility

Colonoscopy Screening

Every 10 years*

At a facility

*We cover these screenings more frequently for people at high risk for colorectal cancer. See your
Evidence of Coverage for more information.
The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommends screening for colorectal cancer
starting at age 50 and continuing until age 75. The decision to screen for colorectal cancer in
adults aged 76 to 85 should be made by the patient and their doctor. They should consider the
patient’s overall health and prior screening history. The USPSTF does not recommend routine
screening for colorectal cancer for people 86 years and older.
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Understanding
Your Colonoscopy
Coverage
Your Generations Advantage plan includes
coverage for colonoscopies. This benefit varies,
depending on the reason for having the procedure.
There are two kinds of reasons your doctor may
recommend that you have a colonoscopy—
screening or diagnosing.

Screening Colonoscopies

Diagnostic Colonoscopies

Reason: A screening colonoscopy is
recommended when you do not already have
any symptoms of disease. The purpose of a
screening colonoscopy is to make periodic
checks of the lining of your rectum/colon
to look for any precancerous changes or to
detect cancer in its early and most treatable
stage (before you have any symptoms).

Reason: A diagnostic colonoscopy is
recommended when you already have
symptoms of disease or injury. The purpose
is to check the lining of your rectum/colon
to try to find, diagnose, and sometimes treat
whatever may be causing your symptoms.

Coverage: Screening colonoscopies are
covered at no cost to you if done in network.
If a screening colonoscopy results in biopsy or
removal of any growth during the procedure,
the member cost share for outpatient surgery
will not be applied.
• For people at high risk of colorectal cancer,
screening is covered every two years
• For people not at high risk of colorectal
cancer, screening is covered every 10 years
(120 months), but not within 48 months of a
screening sigmoidoscopy.
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Coverage: Diagnostic colonoscopies are
covered with a designated copay.
If your provider recommends that you have
a colonoscopy, we urge you to ask if it will
be considered a screening or diagnostic
procedure. This will help you understand, in
advance, how it will be covered and any costs
you may be responsible for.
For more information please visit Martinspoint.
org/MedicareMember.
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Schedule Your Yearly Diabetic
Dilated-Eye Exam Today!
If you are living with diabetes, the American
Diabetes Association recommends that you
get a dilated-eye exam at least once a year.
How is a dilated-eye exam different from a
routine vision exam?
During a dilated-eye exam, your eye care
provider puts drops in your eyes to make your
pupils bigger. This makes it easier to see the
inside of your eye and check for signs of eye
disease caused by diabetes. You may need
to wear sunglasses after the exam until your
pupils can adjust to bright light. Often, eye
doctors will provide a pair, if needed.
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Why do people living with diabetes need a
dilated-eye exam every year?
Diabetes can cause vision problems including
blindness. Often, there are no symptoms in the
early stages of diabetic eye disease. Because
there are no warnings—no pain, no loss of
vision—having a dilated-eye exam is the best
way to catch eye disease early.
If you are living with diabetes, call your
optometrist or ophthalmologist today to
schedule a dilated-eye exam.
To find an eye doctor, or to make sure your
current provider is in our network, visit our
website.
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Four Fast Facts

Medication Therapy Management
1

3

What is Medication Therapy
Management (MTM)?

Medication Therapy Management (MTM)
is a plan benefit for certain members. A
pharmacist works directly with you to help you
understand your medications and take them
effectively.
A key part of MTM is the Comprehensive
Medication Review (CMR). This is a phone or
in-person conversation you can have with a
pharmacist to review all your prescription and
over-the-counter medications. For people who
qualify, a CMR should be done each year.
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What does the pharmacist do
during a CMR?

How can a CMR help me?

After a CMR conversation you’ll understand
your medications better and you may save
money on your medications. You’ll also have a
complete list of your medications to share with
all of your health care providers.
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Who qualifies for MTM?

MTM is available to members who:
• are on a plan that includes Medicare
prescription drug coverage (Part D)
• have certain health conditions
• take a number of medications
• spend a certain amount on their drugs

During a CMR, your pharmacist will answer
your questions about your medications. They
will also assist you with the correct dosage
and timing of your medications and make sure
your current drug therapy is appropriate, safe,
and cost-effective for you.

To see if you qualify, please visit our website at
MartinsPoint.org/For-Members-and-Patients.

Use Hannaford Pharmacy’s curbside
pick-up or mail service!
Hannaford Pharmacies are temporarily
offering curbside pick-up and mailings for
prescriptions. Please contact your Hannaford
Pharmacy directly for more information.
Advance payment by credit card will be
requested. To find a Hannaford Pharmacy
near you, visit Hannaford.com/pharmacy and
download the Hannaford Pharmacy mobile
app for hassle-free prescription management.
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Understanding Blood Pressure
Readings
Hypertension (high blood pressure) is the number one health condition affecting Americans’
quality of life and longevity. To ensure early detection and treatment, it’s important to have regular
blood pressure checks. It’s also important that your blood pressure readings are as accurate as
possible.
This chart from the American Heart Association shows what ranges are considered normal:

Blood Pressure Category

Systolic mm Hg
(upper number)

Diastolic mm Hg
(lower number)

Normal

Less than 120

and

Less than 80

Elevated

120–129

and

Less than 80

High Blood Pressure
(Hypertension) Stage 1

130–139

or

80–89

High Blood Pressure
(Hypertension) Stage 2

140 or Higher

or

90 or Higher

Hypertensive Crisis
(consult your doctor immediately)

Higher than 180

and/
or

Higher than 120

Tips for Getting Accurate Blood Pressure Readings
Here are a few tips on what you can do to help improve the accuracy of your blood pressure
readings:
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Before the Visit

During the Visit

• Don’t smoke, exercise, have caffeine or
alcohol within 30 minutes of your blood
pressure reading.

• Sit calmly for at least five minutes and rest
your arm on a flat surface at heart level.

• Be sure your bladder is empty before
your visit.

• The cuff should always be placed directly on
your bare arm above the elbow bend.

• Wear a short sleeve shirt or clothing that
can easily be removed to get to your arm.

• Do not talk during the reading.
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• Try to sit still with your feet flat on the floor.

• If your first reading is over 140/90, ask to
have it taken again at the end of your visit.
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This checklist
is also good
for Emergency
Room visits.
Make sure to call your
doctor for an appointment
after an ER visit.

Don’t Leave the Hospital
without this Information!
Coming home from a hospital stay can be a busy and confusing time. Use the checklist below to
make your return home as safe as it can be.

Before You Leave the Hospital

Once You Are Home

Get the answers to these questions in writing
to take home with you:

Check all of these boxes as soon as you can:

What was the reason for my hospital stay?
What medications should I take when I get
home?
Will you send medical records to my
doctor?
What warning signs should I look for that
may mean my health is getting worse?
Who can I call if I have questions after I go
home?
Should I change my diet, lifestyle, or level
of activity?
Share the answers to these questions with the
person caring for you when you get out of the
hospital. Then keep it handy to make sure you
have it when you need it.
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 chedule an appointment with your doctor
S
within 2–7 days of leaving the hospital.
If you are having difficulty getting an
appointment, make sure they understand
the visit is about your recent hospital stay
and that it’s important to see a doctor or
nurse in the office.
 ake all of your prescription drugs to that
T
visit. They will want to review the new
ones as well as the ones from before your
hospital stay.
 ollow the hospital doctor’s advice
F
regarding diet, lifestyle, or activity.
If you have any medical questions, you
can also call the toll-free Generations
Advantage Nurse Line. They are available
24 hours a day, every day, at
1-800-530-1021.
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We’re Helping Seniors Connect
during COVID-19
As if worrying about vulnerability to COVID-19
isn’t enough, many seniors have also been cut
off from family and friends in efforts to shield
them from the virus. The trouble is that human
connection is a critical part of mental health,
especially as we age. Martin’s Point Health
Care saw a way to use the gift of technology
to help homebound Maine seniors and
Veterans’ Home residents safely stay in touch.

Veterans keep family ties strong
March 13 marked the end of visits from family,
friends, and volunteers to residents at Maine
Veterans’ Homes. Looking for a way to keep
residents connected with their loved ones,
staff began exploring devices that could
enable virtual visits. In May, Martin’s Point
donated 18 iPads – three to each of the six
Veterans’ Home locations in Maine. Combined
with support from other donors, there are now
enough devices on hand for every interested
resident.
“For some, this is completely new. For those
that were already tech savvy, more iPads
means easier access,” says Josh Scroggins,
Director of Development and Communications
for Maine Veterans’ Homes.
Special moments run the gamut from meeting
grandchildren, to seeing the garden back
home, to coming along for a virtual picnic at a
favorite spot. Florence D., a Bangor resident,
celebrated a virtual 100th birthday with friends
and family. Scarborough resident Donald S.
received four long-overdue service medals
from World War II and the Korean War with
three generations observing via Zoom—after
recovering from COVID-19 and then a broken
hip at age 92.
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A lifeline for homebound seniors
In July, Martin’s Point also donated two tablets
and Internet connections to SeniorsPlus, a
Lewiston-based nonprofit that supports and
enriches the lives of seniors and disabled
adults who live independently at home. With
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these tools, homebound seniors can
get critical information about Medicare,
receive support from caregivers, and
participate in virtual fitness and wellness
programs.
“Social isolation is a serious problem
for older adults and the coronavirus
has compounded this by increasing the
already limited opportunities they have
to see others and interact personally,”
says Holly Zielinski, SeniorsPlus Chief
Operating Officer. With the Martin’s Point
donation, staff created a loaner program
for clients in need, trained them, and
helped them connect.
The benefits have been far reaching. “A
76-year-old man sent a note thanking us
for making it possible for him to continue
his tai chi class,” notes Zielinski. “And
an 84-year-old woman calls Zoom ‘a
godsend’ that eases her loneliness by
allowing to her visit with family once a
week.”
As Scroggins of Maine Veterans’ Homes
says, “Nothing can take the place of
seeing or being able to hug someone you
love. But sharing some of life’s smallest
and largest events with them —even if it’s
only virtually—is a great place to start.”

Send a veteran a virtual hug
Martin’s Point is reaching out to Maine
veterans during this challenging time—
and you can, too. Share artwork, post
an inspirational message, or simply say
hello, we’re thinking of you. It’s easy for
kids and adults to make a difference.
Visit mainevets.org/martinspoint/ to
learn more. Thank you.
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Check Out
Our New
Website!
We’ve redesigned our website with
your needs in mind! Along with our
updated look and feel, we’ve made
it easier for you to find:
• Online member resources
• Plan and benefit documents
• Prescription and pharmacy
information
• Reimbursement forms, and much
more
To take our new website for a
spin, please visit Martinspoint.org/
MedicareMember!

NEW! Online premium
payment!
With our new website, you can now
pay your premium bill online! For
fast and secure online payment, visit
Martinspoint.org/GAPayment.
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Added
Coverage
during
Covid-19
One important way we support your health is by providing benefits that help you safely get
the COVID-19-related and other care you may need at this time. You’ll find a quick overview
of these benefits and helpful information below.

Testing

Hospital Coverage

Viral (diagnostic) COVID-19 tests as well as
antibody (serologic) tests are covered at no
cost to you for the current plan year. This
includes the collection of the sample and the
lab analysis. If you feel you should be tested
for COVID-19, you can reach out to your
primary care provider (PCP) to schedule an
appointment. You can also find up-to-date
testing site locations and information in your
area by visiting 211.org or dialing 211.

If you are admitted to a hospital, your plan’s
standard inpatient copay will still apply.

Treatment
If you are diagnosed with COVID-19, copays/
coinsurance will be waived for the following
services if related to COVID-19:

Out-of-Network Coverage
If you must see an out-of-network provider
for any covered service, you will receive the
in-network cost share. This applies even if
your Generations Advantage plan does not
normally include out-of-network coverage.
Medicare has put this change into effect only
for the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic.
We will notify you when Medicare resumes
normal coverage guidelines.

• Emergency room visits
• Urgent care visits
• Office visits
• Telehealth services
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Telehealth

Face Masks

Generations Advantage covers all telehealth
services covered by Original Medicare. Due
to the COVID-19 outbreak, Medicare has
relaxed their requirements for telehealth
services to allow members to get needed
care. Members can now use readily available
platforms, like Zoom, Skype, and Facetime,
to receive care from their providers.
Visits by telephone are also permitted,
when appropriate. If you are diagnosed
with COVID-19, copays for telehealth
visits related to COVID-19 are waived.

Face mask costs are now reimbursable under
your plan’s Wellness Wallet (subject to your
benefit maximum). Masks must be purchased
through a website, retail store, or durable
medical equipment (DME) provider.

For all other telehealth visits, the in-network
primary care copays will apply for telehealth
services with a primary care provider, and
in-network specialist copays will apply for
telehealth services with a specialist. These
copay amounts will be the same as if you
received care through an in-office visit.
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The benefit includes:
• Cloth masks
• Surgical masks (limit 50 per month to
reserve supplies for health care workers and
medical first responders)
• Exclusions: N95 respirators, homemade cloth
mask supplies
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) recommends that people
wear cloth face coverings in public settings
when social distancing is difficult to maintain.
For more information from the CDC, go to
CDC: Effectiveness of Cloth Face Coverings.
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If something
sounds too
good to be
true…
talk with your PCP!
Sometimes it’s hard to keep track
of all the new medications and
supplements promoted on TV or
through social media. While there are
exciting advances in medicine every
year, it’s important to always reach
out to your primary care provider
(PCP) before making a change to
your health regimen. The two of you
can discuss your personal health
and whether a new medication or
supplement you’ve heard about is
safe and right for you.

Generations Advantage
Contact Information
Member Services (for current members):

1-866-544-7504 (TTY: 711)

Interested in becoming a member? Please call:

1-888-640-4423 (TTY: 711)

We are available 8 am–8 pm, seven days a week
from October 1 to March 31; and Monday
through Friday the rest of the year.

Generations Advantage Website :			MartinsPoint.org/Medicare

Material presented in this newsletter is not intended to replace your health care provider’s medical advice. Martin’s
Point Health Care complies with applicable federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, age, disability, or sex.
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2020 Preventive Care Checklist
Three easy steps to a healthier you!

1. 	Detach this checklist and take it with you to your next visit with your primary care provider (PCP)
2. 	Ask IF and WHEN you might need each screening/exam
3. 	Write down the date you received, or will receive, each needed item
THIS DETACHABLE CHECKLIST IS FOR YOUR RECORDS to help you stay on track with your
preventive care.
KNOW YOUR NUMBERS:
Glucose or A1C Number________

APPOINTMENTS:	
DATE RECEIVED/
SCHEDULED
Comprehensive Visit*

Blood Pressure _____ /______

_________

___
Medicare Wellness Visit
____
Annual Physical Exam

Body Mass Index (BMI) _______
Cholesterol (LDL Value)_______
At your visit, TALK WITH your doctor
about:
•R
 eviewing your current diagnosed
conditions and medications

_____
 nnual Routine Eye Exam
A
(including dilated-eye exam)

VACCINES:	
DATE RECEIVED/
SCHEDULED
Pneumonia Vaccine

• How much physical activity is right
for you

Flu Shot (yearly)

• What to do if you are feeling down
or depressed

Other

• How to manage any bladder control
issues
• How to lower your risk of falling

__________

____________

______________________

TESTS AND SCREENINGS:	
DATE RECEIVED/
SCHEDULED
Colorectal Cancer Screening

*A Comprehensive Visit is an annual
wellness exam scheduled back-to-back
with a physical exam. It’s a convenient
way to get two important preventive
care visits in one appointment!

Cardiovascular Screening
Cholesterol Screening

___

_____

________

 iabetes Screening (foot exam,
D
_________
A1C test, kidney test)
For Men:
____
Prostate Cancer Screening
For Women:
_____
Mammography Screening
Bone Mass Measurement
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The Advantage

See page 12 for
benefits related to
COVID-19!

Health and Wellness or Prevention Information
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Did You Know?
$0 Annual Breast Cancer
Screenings
All Generations Advantage
plans cover an in-network
screening mammogram
each year at no cost. And,
no PCP referrals are needed
for this screening.
Talk to your PCP about how
frequently you should have this
screening and take advantage of a
benefit that could save your life.

